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Abstract
This study combines a wat er system analysis of a coastal aquifer in western Mexico that is subject to
seawater intrusion, where a hydrogeological characterisation of the area is given, with numerical
modelling of the controlling processes and parameters as an instrument to provide a better
understanding of the wat er system. The MOCDENS 3D code is used in this study to model density
dependent groundwater flow. The hy drodynamic behaviour of the coastal aquifer is similar to an
island aquifer, where the freshwater lens “floats” on top of higher salinity wat er bodies, in this case
saline from the sea and hy persaline from the lagoon. The freshwater lens varies in thickness
according to the wet and dry seasons. This causes the freshwater lens to be in a delicate equilibrium
between recharge and discharge of freshwater. High evaporation rates result in brine concentrations
in the lagoon which enter the system in the form of saline fingers that are density driven. The
numerical results provide a relatively close approximation to the density distribution that underlies the
sand bar where field measurements were carried out. The results are highly sensitive to changes in
the precipitation and evapotranspiration rates, with small changes leading to different concentrat ion
configurations, particularly in the freshwater lens. Results also demonstrat e that a numerical model of
this scale can be useful as a conceptual tool t o understand the controlling factors that determi ne
groundwater flow. The scenarios of climate change indicate that hydraulic heads will increase due to
sea level rise and decrease due to longer periods of drought, and that the volume of fresh
groundwater in the freshwater lens is sensitive to both of these scenarios. However, further research
is necessary to provide more spatially extensive dat a that can be used to answer several of the
uncertainties evidenced by this model.
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I. Introduction
I.I Background
The deteriorating effect that salinity has on freshwater reserves, in particular on coastal groundwat er
systems, is a pressing matter and one that has implications not only for our own benefit as human
beings, but also for the environment and the sustainment of natural ecosystems (Custodio &
Bruggeman, 1987; Oude Essink et al., 2010; Werner et al., 2013). Nowadays, with an extensive
communication network, it is perhaps more evident than ever that we are all interdependent on each
other and on the consequences of the res ults of previous generations, and that all our attempts to
control and exploit nature and natural resources have only led our surroundings to degenerat e and
produce a less habitable earth. However, modern advances in science and technology seem to
provide a means for restoring and preserving the natural wealth of our world.
This research project is an attempt to use the benefits of numerical modelling to better
comprehend and evaluate the potential of the coastal freshwater reserves in the Western Coastal
State of Sinaloa in Mexico and to provide scenarios that simulate projected climate change, including
sea level rise and longer periods of drought. The study area concerns the coastal aquifer known as
Laguna Grande in the sand bar of Teacapan (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Location of the coastal aquifer and Las Cab ras study area with the model transect. Mexico map credits:
Perry-Castañeda library, lib.utexas.edu (2014).

The aquifer is classified by the Comision Nacional del Agua (CNA, 2009) as an unconfined granular
aquifer composed of sand bars that formed ancient shorelines in the presence of mixed flood plains
generated by marine and fluvial processes associated with the intertidal zone. The aquifer’s physical
boundaries are t he Paci fic Ocean in the west and the Laguna Grande lagoon system in the north and
east, therefore bound by seawater encroaching from the s ea and brackish water and brine
encroaching from the lagoon. This hydrodynamic system is similar to that of an island aquifer where
the freshwater lens “floats” on top of saline water bodies (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Schematic hydrodynamic behaviour of the aquifer in the wet and dry seasons. Rosado de Palacio
(2012).
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The data used for this study comes mainly from technical studies conducted by the consultant
engineering company COPE I Ingenieria, based in Mexico City (COPEI I ngenieria, 2011). These
studies were the foundation of my Bachelors thesis: “Hydrogeological Characterization of the Laguna
Grande Costal Aquifer in Sinaloa, Mexico” (Rosado de Palacio, 2012). The purpose of those studies
was to understand and characterize the hydrogeology of the aquifer and it’s suitability for freshwat er
exploitation due to a large-scale tourist development project in a portion of the sand bar known as
“Las Cabras” (Figure 1). This area has been, since 2007, a site designated by the tourism branch of
the Mexican government (FONA TUR) as a future large -scale tourist attraction project. It was initially
named CIP (Centro Integralmente Planeado; Integral Planned Centre) but in 2010, following financial
and environmental setbacks, the name changed t o Playa Espiritu and the project was reduced to less
built-up area and more area for nature. The project seems to be underway with slow but gradual
infrastructure development.
From a hydrogeological point of view, the results in Rosado de Palacio (2012) demonstrate the
presence of a thin freshwater lens, which varies seasonally and spatially with a fluctuating depth of
approximately 2 to 8 m. It is recharged by rain and ret urn irrigations of fresh water in the Las Cabras
area. The lens is subject to evapotranspiration and agricultural exploitation mainly through surface
water ditches and pumping, throughout the sand bar of Teacapan. This utilization (seemingly unplanned and un-ordered) and the limited availability of other freshwater sources has reduced the
thickness of the freshwater lens and also induced the intrusion and mixing of saline and hypersaline
water bodies from the sea and lagoon, leading to a decreased agricultural yield, to the salinization of
the soil and to t he subsequent deterioration of the natural ecosystem (COPEI Ingenieria, 2011;
SEMARNA T, 2010). There is also evidence of microbiological and fertilizer contaminants in the Las
Cabras area, originating from untreated waste-water and agricultural activities (Rosado de Palacio,
2012). It is evident therefore that there are several main issues in the area, of social, hydrological,
environmental and economic nat ure, whereby the main stakeholders are the local fishermen and
agriculturalists, the local environment and the agencies involved in the tourist development.
From a literature study, there are few other similar modelling studies that consider similar highly
saline environments, where a freshwater lens is in contact with saline and hypersaline water. Studies
such as that of Zimmermann et al. (2006) show the result of modelling brine formation on islands. The
study of Kafri et al. (2013) shows similar results to this study.
I.II. Scope of this study
The scope of this study is to better understand the hydrogeological processes affecting the
vulnerability of freshwater reserves in the freshwat er lens by means of a numerical model that
simulates the complex dynamic system of a coastal aquifer, including the fresh-salt-brine wat er
relations and the factors that apparently drive these changes. The model can then be used as a
platform for simulating scenarios of changes to the system, i.e. Climate change and sea level rise.
These scenarios will be presented in the results section below.

II. Available data
The available data, as mentioned previously, comes from technic al studies of COPEI Ingenieria, 2011,
which were integrated in the study of Ros ado de Palacio, (2012). In these studies, the hydrogeology
of the Las Cabras site was used as represent ative for the entire aquifer system given the similar
hydrogeological and stratigraphic dispositions of subsurface units, although measurements were
carried out throughout the Teacapan sand bar and beyond in the lagoon wetland system and
neighbouring towns.
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Hydrostratigraphy
The study in Rosado de Palacio (2012) provided a general overview of the regional geology and
hydrostratigraphy of t he area which was verified by field visits and geophysical surveys. The size and
shape of the freshwater lens and the distribution of saline water bodies in the subsurface was
characterised with piezometric measurements and salinity profiles and indirectly with the aid of
geophysical surveys. Figure 3 shows a schematic repres entation of the hydrostratigraphy of the area
and the different units, structured according to the storage and transmission of groundwa ter. The
Laguna Grande coastal aquifer is found in Unit 1 between the sea and the lagoon, it is composed of
gravel, sand, silt originating from accretion bars.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the hydrostratigraphic units and their possible arrangem ent in the
subsurface. Rosado de Palacio (2012).

Geophysical surveys
Six TEM (Transient ElectroMagnetic) lines were established in April 2009, under the supervision of
COPE I Ingenieria. The purpose of the TEM-survey was to measure the geoelectric response, for
lithology and water salinity, of the subs urface units in an area encompassing the Las Cabras site, the
lagoon wetland system and the three nearest towns to the study area (Figure 4). A geoelectric profile
was generated for each line, which includes two or more TEM’s, in which by means of colours and
resistivity values it was possible to group different units in the subsurfac e, based on their geoelectric
response. The possible lithological and hydrogeological correlation of the units is integrat ed in a table
which is shown below each profile.

Figure 4. Location of the interpreted geophysical profiles. Rosado de Palacio, 2012.
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For the purpose of this study, only lines one (L1) and two (L2) are shown since L1 is the most
complete in terms of interpret ation and L2 is the longest profile. In L1, more information about the
subsurface is available in that area and therefore can be correlated directly with explorat ory boreholes
and salinity profiles, which were measured in three wells (B 1, B2 and B 3) loc ated in the same spot
where TE M’s 6, 7 and 8 were laid out, respectively. This profile, shown in Figure 5, integrates data
from depth to the water table, salinity profiles measured in three periods (two during the dry seasons
and one during the wet seas on), the mixing zone bet ween fresh, brackish, saline and hypersaline
water (see Table 1), the lithological cross section of the three exploratory boreholes (B1, B2 and B3)
and the correlation of a high permeability interval bet ween the three wells . This profile shows the
possible stratification of subsurface geological units and water bodies of different salinity. U1a, which
can also be correlated with Unit 1 in Figure 3, is the unit where the fres hwater lens is located, with
resistivity values that are in accordance with direct salinity measurements in well B1 (TEM6). It is
underlain by U2 which shows resistivity values that indicate saline and hypersaline water bodies,
where the salinity starts to increase sharply from a depth of 5 m as evidenced in well B2 (TE M7). Note
the dilution of salt in the salinity profiles bet ween the dry and wet periods (this issue is addressed in
more detail in the section of Salinity Profiles below). In well B3 (TEM8), the influence of high salinity
from the lagoon is visible in the resistivity and EC values. These show a sharp increase in salinity
from a depth of 5 to 6 m until the EC exceeds 100,000 μS/cm (detection limit of the Hydrolab probe)
at 10 or 15 m. No significant change is observed in well B3 between the three measurement periods,
suggesting that the hypersalinity remains relatively constant throughout the year. Unit U3 denotes the
possible bedrock, composed of fractured volcanic rocks, which were rec overed in core samples at a
depth of –88 m.b.s.l and are described in Rosado de Palacio (2012).

Figure 5. Geoelectric profile 1 (L1). Rosado de Palacio, 2012.

L2, in Figure 6 below, is the longest profile and includes the area of the freshwater lens, the higher
salinity lagoon and a portion of land adjacent to the lagoon system. Five geoelectric units can be
identified in L2. The freshwater lens, underlain by brackish water can be correlated in unit U1a and U2
shows the possible shape and extent of the saline and hypersaline water bodies. From this profile, a
hydrogeological correlation can be established between U1a, U1b and U2 with Units 1, 2 and 3 and
between U4 and U5 with Unit 4 of the hydrostratigraphic representation in Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Geoelectric profile 2 (L2) and table with lithological and hydrological correlation.

Pumping test
A pumping t est was carried out in the study area in A pril 2010, for a total c ontinuous pumping time of
24 hours. The interpretation of the pumping test provided the parameters of hydraulic conductivity (K),
transmissivity (T) and specific yield (Sy). The interpretation included the drawdown which occurred in
the obs ervation well, located 8 m from the pumping well, and the recovery, with t he latter shedding
more precise data. The saturated thickness (b) was taken as the approximate thickness of t he
freshwater lens (10 m), because for the purpose of the study of Rosado de P alacio (2012), this would
be the exploited interval of the aquifer.
The data obtained from the recovery phase is: approximately 40 m/day for the hydraulic
2
conductivity, 400 m /day for transmissivity and 0.12 for specific yield (Rosado de Palacio, 2012). The
hydraulic conductivity values are correlated with medium to coarse sands and are t herefore given a
qualitative rating of high conductivity. Being an unconfined aquifer, Sy = effective porosity ( ɸEF ),
therefore ɸEF =12% which is equivalent to sand and loose gravel.
Head measurements
Groundwater head meas urements were carried out in a piezomet ric survey during October of 2002 by
CNA, which corresponds to the end of the wet season (CNA, 2009). The res ults of this study identified
a hydraulic gradient where the groundwat er flows from the higher terrain elevations towards the
lagoon; and in the area of the sand bar, the flow occurs from the central portion and discharges
towards the lagoon and sea boundary (Figure 7a). Additionally, the study found that in the sand bar,
groundwater heads are low and close to sea level, which implies that there is virtually no groundwat er
discharge into the sea. In more recent years, and derived from the study of Rosado de Palacio (2012),
a monitoring network was established for the Laguna Grande aquifer, where groundwater head
configurations were elaborated for different measurement periods. In Figure 7 c, a schematic
representation of the groundwater flow is present ed along with the groundwater head configurations
for October 2002 and A ugust 2011, the latter being representative of the general shape of t he
potentiometric lines in the area of Las Cabras. Note the dome shaped watershed in the sand bar in
figures 7a and 7b, where groundwater flows radially towards the sea and lagoon boundaries. The
figures also show where groundwate r extraction is more pronounced, creating a cone of depression,
which, in the southern portion of the sand bar, is even below sea level.
Two weather stations were used for the interpret ation of rainfall and evapotrans piration data in the
study area. The Acaponeta weather station is 115 km from the study area and the La Concha weather
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station is 50 km from the study area. Both stations record daily precipitation and temperature and the
La Concha station records also evapotranspiration rates.

B

A
C

a

b

c
Figure 7. Equipotential lines representing groundwater head measured in a October 2002 and b August 2011,
equivalent to the beginning of the dry season and the middle of the wet season respectively. Location of
piezometers A, B and C in a. Dashed lines represent the inferred position of potentiometric lines in b, and the
inferred flow direction in c. c is a schematic representation of groundwater flow direction in the study area.
Source of b is Rosado de Palacio, 2012.

Punctual seasonal groundwater variations were recorded with pressure trans ducers or divers in
piezomet ers A, B and C (Figure 7a) from March to A ugust 2011. The resulting graphs below (Figure 8)
display the seasonally influenced groundwater head, where variations between seasons in this portion
of the sandbar fluctuate between 0.60 m and 0.70 m. Note also the quick recovery of the water table
in accordance with the wet season. The daily rainfall graph from t he Acaponeta weather station (115
km from the study area), shows the dry season (March -June) followed by the wet season (JulyAugust).
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Figure 8. Seasonal groundwater head fluctuations in three piezometers in the sand bar and rainfall
measurements in the Acaponeta weather station.

In Figure 9, the graphs of average annual precipitation and evapotranspiration in the La Concha
weat her station from 1962 to 2008 are shown. E vapot ranspiration is larger than precipit ation
throughout the year, in many cases exceeding by double the amount of precipitation.
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Figure 9. Average annual precipitation and evapotranspiration in the La Concha weather station.

Salinity profiles
Three measurement periods of salinity profiles were available in 2011, two in the dry season (March
and A pril) and one in the wet season (August). Profiles were measured from the water table t o t he
drilled depth of the well (except in well B2 where the pro be could not pass after 60 m.b.s.l, possibly
because of a bent well casing), using a Hydrolab Quanta-G probe with a detection limit of 100,000
μS/cm of electrical conductivity. These measurements are displayed in Figure 5 above, where they
are integrated with other data; below however, they are displayed individually for greater detail and
comparis on purposes. In each measurement period, a small map indicates the location of the well
along with an indicator of seawater conductivity.

Figure 10. Salinity profiles on three measurement periods in observation wells B1, B2 and B3 during 2011.
Rosado de Palacio, 2012.
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From these profiles, it is evident that well B1, closer to the coastline, has the greatest depth of the
freshwater lens, with a relatively constant thickness of 6 to 8 m between seasons. In the middle
section of the sand bar, where B2 is located, there is a thinner fres hwater lens which is more
responsive to increases in salinity. Details of these EC seasonal variations can be found in Annex 2.
The vertical depth of the lens varies here between seasons, from virtually zero in the dry season to 4
or 5 m during the wet season (Detail in Annex 2). The influence of hypersaline water is evident in this
profile, with values of EC higher than seawater (> 54,000 μS/cm) occurring from a depth of 20 m.b.s.l
onwards. The rapid response in dilution of salinity which is observed in this profile, especially from a
depth of 20 to 60 m.b.s.l, suggests that the geological environment could be highly permeable and
consistent with the results of the pumping test. It is also indicative of a possible influence of
freshwater c oming from t he inland hills and mountains, as indicated in Figure 7c. In well B3, closer to
the lagoon system, there is a clear influence of hypersaline water from the lagoon causing a sudden
increase in salinity from a depth of 5 to 6 m. b.s.l, where the detection limit of the Hydrolab probe is
exceeded. The freshwater lens in this area fluctuates bet ween 2 and 4 m. The mixing zone bet ween
fresh-brackish-saline-hypersaline is thickest closer to the coastline and in the mid-section of the sand
bar, and in the lagoon boundary there is a sharp interface where freshwater is almost immediately
underlain by hypersaline water. These findings can be schematised as Figure 11 below.

Figure 11. Schematic representation of the salinity variation in the first 20 m.b.s.l between the wet and dry
seasons based on salinity profiles.

It is important to point out that the aquifer is highly responsive to periods of rain and
evapotranspiration, which themselves are highly transient and vary from year to year.
Water quality
In April 2011, a sampling of surface and groundwater was conducted in the Las Cabras area. As
mentioned in Rosado de Palacio (2012), almost all sampled sites have coliforms (total and faecal),
indicative of contamination by human waste. Additionally, several sampl ed sites present high values
of S odium, Iron, Fluoride, Manganese and Total Dissolved Solids. These findings were plotted in Stiff
diagrams, which characterize the geochemistry of the groundwat er. Figure 12 below shows the
results of the Stiff diagrams and the different water families. This represent ation indic ates that water in
+
mainly of the Bicarbonat e –Sodium (HCO3 /Na ) type in the central and marine portion of the sand bar,
indicating a marine influence on groundwat er salinity. The lagoon area can be classified (Rosado de
+
Palacio, 2012) as a Chloride – Sodium (Cl /Na ) type, indicative of the high salinity in that area. In t he
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-

+

-

+

eastern portion of t he sand bar, the wat er is high in Magnesium (HCO3 /Mg ; Cl-/Mg+ and SO4 /Mg ),
indicating influence of pesticides and fertilizers (Rosado de Palacio, 2012).

Figure 12. Distribution of Stiff diagrams and water families in the area of Las Cab ras. Rosado de Palacio, 2012.

III. Theoretical Background of Numerical Model
One of the techniques used in numerical modelling to solve the groundwat er flow equation is to use
finite difference flow or finite element numerical methods by converting t he partial differential equation
into an algebraic approximation. These methods divide space and time into discrete intervals (finite
cells) and solve t he flow equation for hydraulic head for each cell; this is called the discretization
mesh (Oberdorfer, 2003), as shown in Figure 13 below. Because this equation has no particular
solution, the use of computers and numeric al algorithms allows to generate, since the 1970's (Thiery,
2004), computer codes that simulat e seawater intrusion for specific cases and characteristics of
aquifer geometry in one, two and three dimensions (Sanford & Pope, 2010).

Figure 13. A discretized mesh representing a hypothetical aquifer system. From McDonalnd & Harbaugh, 1988.
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For the numerical modelling of coastal aquifers, where salt water intrusion occurs, in addition to
solving the variable-density groundwater flow equation, the modelling can include solutions to t he
solute transport equation that solves for the migration of dissolved species (e.g. MOCDENS 3D,
SEAWAT). With the addition of an equation of state, which converts the concentration of solutes
(usually TDS) to fluid density, thus making it possible to simulate the density -dependent flow
interactions that occur when both fresh and seawater are present (Oberdorfer, 2003; Oude Essink,
2001).
In density dependent groundwater flow, such as that which occurs in coastal aquifers, the physical
and chemical processes that occur in the mixing and flow of groundwater are related and dependent
on each other. These processes are changes affecting the fluid density, which in turn is related to
total dissolved solids (TDS) in groundwater. There are several mat hematical formulations to represent
these relations (equations of state), however, for simplicity in numerical modelling; the pressure and
temperature changes are commonly disregarded and only density as a function of salinity is taken into
account.
A linear form of the equation of state, relating chloride and density is given by:

( )

(

)

(1)

where ( ) is the groundwat er density at a given chloride concentration ,
density of freshwater,
the chloride concentration of seawater and

)

(

)

is the

(

[ ] the relative density

difference. Chloride is a
conservative and non-reactive ion that is often used in explaining water salinity.
The equation of motion, which describes fluid flow in porous media and accounts for density
differences, is given by Bear (1972):

̅

(

̅)

(2)

The components derived from equation (2) that represent flow in three dimensions are given by:

(
where

,

permeability;
in

,

in
in

)

, is the specific discharge in the three principal directions;
, is dynamic viscosity of groundwater,

in [

(3)
in

, is intrinsic

], is fluid pressure,

], is acceleration of gravity.
is fluid density and in [
Density dependent groundwater flow can be represented mat hematically in terms of pressure ( )

and density ( ) . However, since piezometric level(s) ( ) are more intuitively understood and
commonly used by hydrogeologists in the field, a mathematical relation can be assumed bet ween
and , given that a reference density is used (usually that of freshwater) (Post et al., 2007). The
assumption states that if a piezometer with fresh and salt water were to be replaced by an imaginary
equivalent of freshwater, then the density would be equal for all measurements. This assumption
simplifies the modelling becaus e the solution of the groundwater flow equation can be cast in terms of
head. This yields the freshwater head term,
, so commonly used in modelling, and used in
MOCDENS3D:

(4)
where z is the elevation of the piezometer screen [ ].
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= (

The term freshwat er hy draulic conductivity is also introduced:

)

, and assuming that

dynamic viscosity variations are minimal and can be approximated to be constant (Verruijt , 1980;
Bear & V erruijt, 1987 in Oude Essink, 2001). Additionally, in this study,
, where
and
are the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivities, respectively and considering that no
distinction is made between conductivity and freshwater conductivity , which has a fixed density
.With this understanding, by solving (4) in terms of pressure and inserting it in the and
components of (3) and differentiating, then we obtain:

(

(

)

)
(5)

(

(

)

)

(6)

The vertical flow component, which accounts for density differences, is given by:

(

(

)

)

(

)

(7)

Equation (7) is used by several density dependent flow and transport numerical codes including
MOCDENS 3D and SEAWAT. Assuming hydrostatic pressure (no vertical flow),
, the change in
freshwater head,

becomes with depth (e.g. sea boundary in this study

((

)

).

)
(8)

Equation (8) is used to calculate the change in freshwater heads in the vertical boundaries of the
model domain.
The comput er code applied for the numerical simulation of this study is MOCDE NS3D, developed
by Oude Essink (1998, 1999), whic h couples the MODFLOW (Harbaugh & McDonald, 1996) and
MOC3D (K onikow et al., 1996) codes, allowing for the simulation of density differences in
groundwater. Within the MOCDENS 3D code, the MODFLOW module solves the groundwater flow
equation with an adaptation for density differences, as pres ented in equation (7), in order to be able to
model density dependent flow. This adaptation for density is done by inserting a buoyancy term
(
) , which is responsible for the generation of fres hwater lenses on top of higher salinity
water (Oude Essink, 2001; Visser, 2012). In MOCDENS 3D, the groundwat er and solute t ransport
equations will be solved in the centre of each model cell, which is known as Block Centred Flow.
The advection-dispersion equation is solved in two steps; advection is solved by the MOC3D
module via particle tracking using the Method of Characteristics (MOC), followed by dispersion which
is solved by a finite difference method (Visser, 2012). The advection-dispersion equation may also
solve for adsorption and decay. However, the transport mec hanisms that are modelled here are
advection, diffusion and dispersion since chloride is used as represent ative of TDS. The simplified
advection-dispersion equation, (e.g. in the x-direction) can thus be given by:

(9)
where
in
, is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient in the x-direction, q is the specific
discharge and
is the effective porosity.
Groundwater of different salinity can be classified with theoretical values of EC, TDS, Cl a nd
density, as shown in Table 1 below. In this study, salinity results will be shown in terms of Cl
concentration.
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Table 1. Guideline approximate values of fresh, brackish and saline water. Integrated with data from Custodio
& Llamas (1976) and Custodio & Bruggeman (1987), Hem (1985) and Oude Essink (2001). Note that this table
should be used horizontally (the comparison between some parameters in the same water-salinity range is not
consistent).

Fresh
water

Brackish – Saline
water

Seawater

Brine/Hypersaline
water

EC (μS/cm)

< 1000

1000 – 10,000

54,000

> 54,000

TDS (mg/L)

0 – 1000

1000 – 10,000

35,000

> 35,000

0 – 300

300 – 10,000

19,000 – 25,000

> 20,000

1000

1010

1025

1200 – 1300

Parameter

Cl (mg/L)
Density
3
(kg/m )

Chloride can be related with TDS as follows (Hiscock, 2005):

(

)

(

)
(10)

where the correlation factor

generally has values of 0.5 and 0.8.

IV. Model set-up
This section describes the methodology used in building the model, including the geometry and
design of the grid, the temporal discretisation, the boundary and initial conditions, the model packages
used as input files and the resulting scenarios and reference case whe re limited calibration was done.
A conceptual repres entation of the model set -up and parameters is presented in Figure 14. Table 2
provides an overview of the parameters and properties . The model was constructed as a 2D aquifer
slice mainly for two reasons: one is to make it as simple as possible, considering only the major
processes that determine the flow and mixing of groundwater; and two is due to the limitation of dat a
on a large scale in the area.
Processing Modflow (PMWIN), developed by Simcore Software, was used for the initial creation of
model geometries and input files (model packages) and was later partially replaced by Pascal
programming scripts. Tecplot, developed by Amtec Engineering, is used to display the output of
heads, concentration configurations, velocity fields, streamlines and animations.
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Figure 14. Geometry and parameters of the numerical model.

Geometry and grid design
Several considerations were taken into account when selecting the geometry and grid design of the
model. The horizont al extent had to be long enough to include the sea, sand bar, lagoon system and
a portion of land that simulat es the inland aquifer. Theref ore an extent of 10,000 m was deemed
sufficient. The spatial discretisation comprises 400 columns in the horizont al direction and 44 layers in
the vertical direction. The spacing between layers is set as 2 m for all layers, thus the vertical depth of
the model corresponds to the depth assumed to be the bedrock in the study area. All layer types are
set as confined, where
constant.
Temporal discretisation
Seasonal variations of wet and dry periods seem to have a major influence on the freshwater lens.
Therefore these seasonal periods were modelled in the Basic (Bas) package in two stress periods per
year. The wet period has a rough duration of 4 mont hs = 121.75 d (July – October) followed by the dry
period of roughly 8 months = 243.5 d (November – June). Each stress period is divided into 100 time
steps, therefore yielding time steps of 1.22 d and 2.44 d respectively. This means that new heads and
concentrations are computed for every time step in each model cell. These small time steps help
reduce numerical errors during the simulation (Oude Essink, 2000). The total simulated time is 500
years.
Boundary conditions
Two boundary types are used in this model, the General Head Boundary Pack age (GHB ) and a flux
boundary. For the GHB package, in each cell, the head is calculat ed wit hin the model domain.
However, the GHB package overrides variable heads in the cells where it is enforced (Oude Essink,
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2014, personal communic ation). To make this happen, the conductance of the GHB cells is set to 100
2
m /d. The sand bar has a flux boundary, being dependent on recharge and evapotranspiration via t he
Wel package.
The top of the model does not represent the topography, but is instead a representation of
groundwater head. Therefore, any changes in inflow or out flow in the top boundary occur directly on
the simulated water table. The top boundary conditions were set as GHB in the sea, lagoon and top
right corner cell and prescribed equivalent freshwater heads and chloride concentrations of 19,000
mgCl /L, 30,000 mgCl /L and 50,000 mgCl /L (for wet and dry periods) and 100 mgCl /L res pectively at
each segment (Figure 14). The freshwater heads for each s egment are 0. 025 m, 0.51 m and 0.025 m
(for wet and dry periods) and 20 m respectively. The sand bar and inland aquifer were set as flux
boundaries, the former being dependent on rec harge and evapotranspiration via de Wel package and
the latter being influenced by the top right corner cell. The left and right vertical boundaries were set
as GHB from layers 2 to 44. The prescribed freshwater heads start acting from the top boundary. This
occurs as explained in equations 4-8 above, with a freshwater head t hat increases wit h depth. On t he
sea side, the concentration from 0 m to –44 m is set to 19,000 mgCl /L and from –46 m t o –88 m it is
set to 50,000 mgCl /L. This interval of higher concentration, from –46 m to –88 m, allows the “out flow”
of brine coming from the lagoon portion of the model and was assigned at this depth due to
observations in model runs where the brine plume reached an approximate depth of –46 m to –88 m
in the left vertical boundary (see scenarios 1-5 in Annex 1). The inland aquifer vertical boundary
concentration is set as 100 mgCl /L. This boundary is based on two assumptions: 1) on the inland
side only freshwater enters the aquifer which is plausible as base flow coming from the mountains
and, 2) given the topographic elevation, groundwater head will be relatively constant and higher than
in the coastal plain. The bottom boundary at –88 m.b.s.l is considered as a no-flow boundary.
The model boundaries are placed more than 500 m from the sand bar and lagoon systems to
reduce numerical conceptual errors introduced by the boundaries.
Initial conditions
The purpose of the reference case is to arrive at the field measured situation of the freshwater lens
and the assumed salinity distribution between the fres h, saline and brine water. To achieve this, a
uniform salt domain is set at 19,000 mgCl /L and the model is run until the freshwater lens forms and
the system arrives at an apparent equilibrium. Model units are met res and days. Groundwater heads
are modelled as the dynamic cyclic steady state condition, where the head varies in space and time,
e.g. due to seasonal recharge rates (Oude Essink, 2000).
Hydrogeological parameters and stresses
The selection of hy drogeological parameters is based on the geological, geophysical an d
hydrogeological information of Rosado de Palacio (2012). Given that relatively detailed information of
the subsurface is only available in the area of the sand bar, the paramet ers for this area were
extrapolated t o the entire model domain. Thus, hydraulic conductivity is separated into three zones.
The top zone is found between 0 m and –20 m, characterized by medium to fine sand, and is given a
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of 60 m/d. The mid zone is found from –20 m to –50 m, also
composed of medium sand but with a higher content of clay and silt, therefore an approximate value
of 20 m/d is given for this zone. The bottom zone is found from –50 m to –88 m, also composed of
medium sand with some clay and loam lenses, a hydraulic conductivity of 10 m/d was assigned to this
zone. In the area of the lagoon system, a horizontal hydraulic conductivity of 1 m/d was assigned in
the first 4 m due to the high clay and loam content observed in field visits in Rosado de Palacio (2012).
Considering that the geological materials are sedimentary in origin and the effect of compaction
increases with depth, vertical hydraulic conductivity is taken as one order of magnitude lower than its
horizontal component. Effective porosity is given a value of 0.12 [–] for all layers. This apparently
small value, obtained during the pumping test in Rosado de Palacio (2012), was changed to higher
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values in some model runs (s ee Annex 1). However, it did not seem to have a major effect in the size
and shape of the freshwater lens and overall concentration distribution.
For the seasonal groundwater head variation in the freshwater lens, rain and evapotranspiration
seem to be the major players and are therefore modelled as occurring only in that area. The Wel
package is used for this purpose and incorporates recharge and evapotranspiration values in a
consistent way.
Model packages
The MODFLOW code is composed of the main program and several independent subroutines called
modules, these modules are grouped into packages, which simulat e a particular aspect of the
hydrogeological system (McDonald & Harbaugh, 1988). The main model packages incorporated into
this model are the Basic (Bas), Block -Centered Flow (Bcf), Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient 2
(Pcg2), Mocmain, Wel, General Head Boundary (GHB) and Densin.dat packages. Thes e packages
are manipulated via input files where parameters are assigned and are then incorporated by the
model.
The Bas package contains geometrical and temporal model data, including the number of layers,
rows, columns, stress periods, time steps an d length of time steps. It also includes the IB OUND array
and an initial starting head configuration at the beginning of the simulation. The Bcf package
numerically calculates flow within the porous medium, gives permeability values to model cells and
specifies either steady state or transient flow. The Pcg2 package gives the numerical parameters for
solving the equations for hydraulic head. The Mocmain package is similar to the MOC3D package,
here adapted for MOCDENS 3D, it includes data of physical and chemical transport parameters such
as concentration, dispersion values and porosity. The Wel package is used to simulate recharge and
evapotranspiration, where inflow (+) and outflow ( -) values are given for every stress period on the top
boundary row where the sandbar is modelled. The GHB package functions as a head dependent
boundary condition, where inflow or outflow from a GHB cell varies in proportion to a simulated head
that is assigned as a constant head in an external fictional source. From this external source, a head
on the GHB cell is obtained via a proportionally constant value of hydraulic conductance, between the
GHB cell and the external source. The Densin.dat package accounts for the Equation of State for
density differences and buoyancy and assigns colours to the output displayed in an animation.
Calibration
The limited calibration for this model was done manually via trial and error, using the field data as a
reference case, running the model and comparing the output to measured field data such as salinity
profiles and groundwater head measurements. From this comparison, adjustments were made to one
or more of the trial parameters until the m easured and computed output had a better fit. The model
runs were done in steady state for each stress period where hydraulic heads reach equilibrium aft er
each time step.
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Table 2. Model parameters and values.

Model parameter

Value

Model area
Horizontal cell size
Horizontal model extent
Number of cells (all active)
Bottom of model domain
Stress period length (seasonal)
Number of time steps
Effective molecular diffusion coefficient
Courant number
Longitudinal dispersivity
Horizontal transverse dispersivity
Vertical transverse dispersivity
Hydraulic conductance (GHB cells)
Recharge rate (including return irrigations)
Evapotranspiration rate
Pumping rate
Rain concentration
Seawater concentration
Brine concentration (seasonal)
Horizontal hydraulic conductivity (zone)
Vertical hydraulic conductivity (zone)
Anisotropy K v /Kh
Effective porosity

0.88 km
25 m
10,000 m
17,600
–88 m.b.s.l
4 months (wet), 8 months (dry)
100
-5
2
8.64 x 10 m /d
4 [–]
0.2 m
0.02 m
0.02 m
2
100 m /d
400 mm/yr (Rosado de Palacio, 2012)
379 mm/yr (Rosado de Palacio, 2012)
30 mm/yr (Rosado de Palacio, 2012)
25 mgCl /L
19,000 mgCl /L
30,000 mgCl /L (wet), 50,000 mgCl /L (dry)
60 m/d (top), 20 m/d (mid), 10 m/d (bottom)
6 m/d (top), 2 m/d (mid), 1 m/d (bottom)
0.10
0.12 [–] all layers

2

V. Results and discussion
Arriving at reference case
Once all parameters have been set and assigned in the input files. The model was run for 500 years.
In all scenarios, the thickness of the fres h wat er lens is defined at the iso-salinity contour of 300 mgCl
/L for fres hwater and 10, 000 mgCl /L for brackish-saline water with any values above the latter
considered as saline. The iso-salinity contour of brine is established at ≥ 20,000 mgCl /L.
Many model runs were carried out, varying certain parameters (see Annex 1). These parameters
include: the K v and Kh, the effective porosity, the volume of fres hwater entering and leaving the
system in the Wel package, the number of wells that simulate rain and evapot rans piration and their
position (in all cells of t he top boundary or only in the top cells of the freshwater lens), the fixed
concentration in the GHB left vertical boundary and the initial freshwat er head in the lagoon during the
wet season. Of all these scenarios, the one that has a closer fit to the field situation was selected. For
the selection of this scenario or reference case, the considerations that were taken into account are: 1)
the size, shape and concentration of the freshwater lens directly related to the values given in the Wel
input file, 2) the initial head in the right side inland aquifer boundary cell, 3) the horizontal hydraulic
conductivity, 4) the initial and seasonal prescribed heads and concentrations in the GHB boundaries,
5) the effective porosity. A table with selected scenarios and a summary of their input files is
presented in Annex 1.
Since the seasonality of the freshwater lens is of such importance for arriving at the reference case,
it is modelled with three approaches. Scenario 1 is taking the measured rainfall and
evapotranspiration values of the La Concha weather station averaged over the wet and dry periods,
from 1968-2008 as a loop of 38 years (some years lack measurements) that repeats until the end of
the model run of 500 y ears. Scenario 2 is taking rainfall and evapotranspiration values from t he La
Conc ha weather station for a reference year and using both values as a loop that repeats until the
end of the model run of 500 years. The year 2004 is selected due to the completeness of the data and
additionally because the average yearly values for both events (rainfall and evapotranspiration)
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resemble the average values of the measurement period (1961-2008). Scenario 3 is taking t he
recharge, evapot ranspiration and pumping rates from Table 2 which are given in Rosado de Palacio
(2012). E vapotranspiration and pumping are added together as sinks and recharge as source, both
values are used as a loop that repeats until the end of the model run of 500 years . The res ulting
scenarios are presented below in Figure 15. These are considered to be the closest approximations
to the field measured situation.

Figure 15. Scenarios used to arrive at reference case .

From the resulting concent ration configurations, scenarios 1 and 2 produce a freshwater lens that is
either too thin or too deep, respectively. In scenario 1, a freshwater lens never forms, with lowest
concentrations ranging bet ween 6,000 and 10,000 mgCl /L in the first 2 m.b.s.l in the sand bar. In
scenario 2, the freshwater interfac e extends to approximately –9 m.b.s.l and seawater conc entration
is found at approximately –20 m.b.s.l. This is a closer approximation to the field situation but the
freshwater lens and the mixing zone are still too deep. In both scenarios, the brine plume that forms in
the left boundary is of higher concentration than the plume that comes from the lagoon b oundary.
Scenario 3 is the closest approximation to the field measured situation in t he conc entration
distribution of the freshwater lens. It is therefore selected as reference case.
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Reference case
The referenc e case is assumed to be a closer representat ion of t he actual field situation. In this
case, given enough time, the freshwater lens forms distinctly separated from surrounding saline wat er
bodies. It begins to form after approximately 20 years of rain and continues to grow until aft er
approximately 100 years. It then continues to expand and contract according to the wet and dry
seasons until the end of the simulation. At this time, the freshwater interface reaches a depth of –5
m.b.s.l in the thickest portion of the lens in the wet season and during the dry season it reaches a
depth of –3.5 m.b.s.l. The variation of the freshwater interface is therefore about 1.5 m between
seasons. It is underlain by a gradual mixing zone found at –20 m.b.s.l in the centre of the sand bar, at
–15 m.b.s.l in the sea boundary and at –6 m.b.s.l in the lagoon boundary. This concentration
configuration is similar to the conceptual model of Figure 11. However, the dilution of salinity that is
observed in the salinity profiles in Figure 10 at a depth between –40 m and –55 m is not observed in
this reference case. In this reference case, the brine plume underlying the freshwater lens does not
reduce in concentration during the wet season
In the lagoon boundary, brine pockets initially descend into saline groundwat er in the contact zone
between the freshwater lens and the lagoon. Density differences are highest in this area initially
forming salt fingers and a mixing zone is produced due to hydrodynamic dispersion. The formation of
these fingers starts to occur after the second stress period. Already after approximat ely 4 years, these
saline fingers reach the bottom layer of the model, thus evidencing a very quick process. Then, aft er
approximately 10 years, fingering starts to occur in the right side of the lagoo n. Within 20 years, the
saline fingers on the left side start to be density driven towards the left boundary and aft er 60 years
these fingers now enc ompass the entire horizontal extent of the lagoon boundary and the entire
section underlying the lagoon is highly saline. Around this time, the brine plume coming from t he
lagoon begins to mix with the brine plume coming from the left boundary. Note that this steady state
artificial boundary condition is set to make a proper consistent boundary condition with o utflowing
brine. If this condition is not set, then the boundary condition gives an unrealistic concentration at this
boundary (see Annex scenarios 1 to 5). After 180 years, the entire section underlying the freshwat er
lens has a brine concentration of >30, 000 mgCl /L. Following t his time, brine continues to displac e the
lower salinity water and after 250 years, most of the model domain is complet ely dominated by high
density brine. In the remaining 250 years, concentration continues to increase and to displace lower
salinity brine towards both the left and right boundaries. On the left vertical boundary, brine with a
concentration of 50,000 mgCl /L flows into the system until approximately 150 years, when the flow
begins to change direction, first flowing upwards and then aft er 170 years the flow is directed outside
of the system, towards the left vertical boundary. Following this time, brine continues to flow out of the
system. Images of these changes are presented in Figure 16 and 18 below.
The right boundary remains fres h, as a column of freshwater, due to the relatively high (20 m)
groundwater head which is maintained constant at the right boundary throughout the simulation. On
this boundary, the freshwater head is high enough to keep the brine plume at bay.
The vector size in the simulation is set to 500 relative units (Grid units/magnitude) to illustrate the
flow direction and its relative magnitude. From the vector field, it is evident that the right side
boundary has a constant and major effect on the concentration and head distribution in the system
since it is here that groundwater heads and flow velocities are highest. The inflow and outflow in the
sand bar is als o represented by vectors that are entering or leaving the system. It is important to no te
that the inflow and out flow direction influences the velocity field until at least –40 m.b.s.l, which is an
indication that the processes (rain and evapotranspiration) that occur on the surface of the aquifer
have a significant effect on the flow in the lower layers (s ee detail in Figure 16 c and d). This is
probably due to the steady state simulation, where sudden changes can theoretically affect a wat er
system at infinite distance or depth. The vector field also shows the constant brine in-flow into the
system in the lagoon boundary, particularly in the zone where the lagoon is in proximity to the
freshwater lens. The fact that it is more pronounced on the side of the freshwater lens can be due to
the fact that the constant head assigned on the right side corner cell prevents higher vertical flow
vectors on the right side of the lagoon system.
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Figure 16 a and b shows the concentration distribution in the last two stress periods at the end of
the simulation. The major significant difference between them is the inflow and out flow direction in the
freshwater lens corresponding t o the wet and dry seasons. Additionally, the vertical flow at either side
of the sand bar is higher during the dry seas on, this can be due to the fact that during the wet season
there is freshwater flowing int o the system in the freshwater lens, thus creating a convective flow zone
below it that decreases the flow magnitude of saline water in-flowing at either side of the freshwat er
lens. With a zoom in the fres hwater lens in c and d, it is possible to view in greater detail the direction
of flow in the wet and dry seasons, and the influence that the inflow and outflow (which are modelled
in the top layer only) has on deeper layers. Note also the rotational vectors in the contact bet ween
high and low concentrations.
Dry season

Wet season

a

c

b

d

Figure 16. Concentration distribution and velocity field in the last two stress periods of the simulation (t=500
yr). a and b shows the entire system and c and d shows a zoom of the area of the freshwater lens. The units of
the horizontal and vertical axes are metres and concentration units are mgCl -/L.

The freshwater head distribution is displayed in Figure 17 below. Only the last two stress periods are
shown, with the resulting configuration of the freshwater heads and the influence of the seasons on
the entire system. Streamtraces and markers (yellow squares that represent actual particles) are
plotted with each figure to show the direction of flow of water and chloride particles. A delta time (the
space between markers) of 10 years is set for the display of markers. This shows that the density of
particles is, as expected, highest in the section underlying the lagoon and also that the space
between particles decreases with depth, which is especially visible during the wet season in the area
underlying the freshwat er lens. The freshwater head increas es with depth as explained in equation (7)
due to density differences where flow is occurring from zones of high concentration to low
concentration and from zones of high freshwater head to low freshwater head. Note the fixed head on
the right side boundary. During the dry seas on, particles flow from t he sea and lagoon towards the
freshwater lens and from the lagoon towards the right side boundary. This can be due to the steady
state simulation and the extended vertical influenc e of rain and evapotranspiration in the top
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horizontal boundary. During the wet season, particles flow radially from the fres hwater lens to the s ea
and lagoon, some leaving the system on the left vertical boundary. In the lagoon they flow towards the
right side boundary in tortuous paths which resemble the fingering proc ess that was visible in the
initial stress periods of the simulation. During both seas ons, particles flow from the right side
boundary towards the lagoon, given the relatively high constant freshwater head on the vertical right
side boundary. This evidences that a high constant freshwater head can keep high salinity (e.g. brine)
at bay.
Table 3 shows the values of the freshwater head in different parts of the lens during the wet and
dry seasons.
Table 3. Modelled vs. measured freshwater head fluctuations in the top of the freshwater lens. Measured
groundwater heads are taken from Figure 8.

Modelled
Centre
Sea coast
Lagoon
Measured
Centre
Sea coast
Lagoon

Wet season
(m.a.s.l)

Dry season
(m.a.s.l)

Variation between seasons
(m)

1.41
0.54
1.04

–0.18
0
0.04

1.23
0.54
1.00

2.00
1.90
1.60

1.25
1.40
0.95

0.75
0.50
0.65

From measurements in Rosado de Palacio, (2012) and from Figure 8, measured seasonal
groundwater head differences in the sand bar are variable: in the cent re of the sand bar, where the
bulge of the fres hwater lens is highest (Figure 7a and 7b), the variation is approximately 0.60 m
between seasons; closer to the sea boundary it fluctuates between 0.20 m and 0.60 m in zones with
no pumping and 1 m in zones with pumping; and in the lagoon boundary it varies between 0.30 m and
0.80 m. Modelled head variations are a close approximation to measured values. Nevertheless, in the
model, the actual head elevations are underestimated. This is likely due to the steady state simulation
and perhaps to the 2D approach. A transient simulation incorporating storativity may have produced a
closer match bet ween modelled and measured heads. However, the interest of this study was on long
term changes to the system.
Dry season

Wet season

Figure 17. Seasonal freshwater head configuration at the end of the model simulation (t=500 yr). The units of
the horizontal and vertical axes are metres.
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0 years

After 4 years

After 10 years

After 20 years

After 30 years

After 40 years

After 60 years

After 150 years

After 170 years

After 180 years

After 250 years

After 500 years

Figure 18. The evolution of the concentration distribution in the system in the reference case. The units of the
horizontal and vertical axes are metres and concentration units are mgCl /L.
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Future scenarios
Three scenarios of future climatic changes were modelled: A) Sea level rise of 0.85 m by 2081-2100
relative to 1986-2005 according to the RCP8. 5 projection on the IPCC fifth assessment report (IP CC,
2013). B) Longer periods of drought, modelled as a 20% increase in evapotra nspiration and C)
Combined sea level rise and drought.
A) Rising sea level due to climate change
The RCP 8.5 projection predicts a likely global mean sea level rise range of between 0.45 m and 0. 80
m in 2081-2100 relative to 1986-2005 (IP CC, 2013). The highest sea level change of 0.80 m was
chosen to show the effect of such a scenario in the freshwat er lens and in the entire system. For this
simulation, the only parameter that was changed is the initial freshwater head in the top horiz ontal
GHB sea boundary, in order that by the end of the model run of 500 years, the freshwater head
gradually increased from 0.025 m to 0.80 m. The resulting configurations are shown in Figure 19.
From the model results, hydraulic heads increase in the freshwat er lens due to sea level rise
(Table 4). The difference in hydraulic heads is highest in the sea coast and they decrease gradually
towards the lagoon. Modelling results of Oude Essink et al. (2010) for sea level rise in the
Netherlands also show increasing hydraulic heads in a 10 km zone of influence from the coastline.
Dry season

Wet season

a

c

b

d

Figure 19. a and b. Resulting concentration distribution with 0.80 m of sea level rise by 2081-2100. c and d
are the dry and wet seasons of the reference case for comparison. The units of the horizontal and vertical axes
are metres and concentration units are mgCl -/L.

In the concentration distribution, the higher freshwat er heads in the freshwater lens produce lower
concentrations and a thicker fres hwater lens. The iso -salinity contour of 300 mgCl-/L now extends to
–7 m.b.s.l in the centre of the sand bar during the wet season and to –6 m.b.s.l during the dry season,
which represents more than 2 m difference from the reference case. This could be due to the higher
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freshwater heads induced by sea level rise, where the brine is pushed downwards enabling the
formation of a thicker freshwater lens.
B) Longer periods of drought wit h a 15% reduction in precipitation and 15% inc rease in
evapotranspiration
For this scenario, longer periods of drought are simulated with a decrease in precipitation and an
increase in evapotranspiration via the Wel package. Temperature is predicted to increase, with a
median of 3. 2°C warmer by 2080-2099 in Central America including Mexico (K armalkar et al. 2011,
IPCC, 2007). For precipitation, several authors agree (Karmalkar et al. 2011, IP CC, 2007) that in
Mexico it is projected to decrease over the next century, with varying magnitudes depending on the
geographic location (Karmalkar et al. 2011). IPCC (2007) projections for Cent ral America and Mexico
predict changes in mean precipitation in the range of –48% to 9%. However, half the models predict
changes bet ween –16% to –5% (Christens en et al. 2007 in Karmalkar et al. 2011). Karmalkar et al.
(2011) predict decreases in precipitation of between 0% and –24% in the geographical area of this
study. For this scenario, a selected value of –15% in precipitation was chosen which is in close
accordance with IP CC (2007) and in the range reported by Karmalkar et al. (2011). An
evapotranspiration increase of +15% was selected considering the projected increase in median
temperature. These changes were set to occur since the beginning of the simulation until the end of
the model run of 500 years. The resulting configurations for this scenario are shown in Figure 20.
Dry season

Wet season

a

c

b

d

Figure 20. a and b. Resulting concentration distribution after a 15% decrease in precipitation and 15 %
increase in evapotranspiration in the freshwater lens . c and d are the dry and wet seasons of the reference case
for comparison. The units of the horizontal and vertical axes are metres and concentration units are mgCl -/L.

The resulting configurations show, as expected, a lower freshwater head both in the wet and dry
seasons compared to the reference case. From Table 4 it is evident that the change is more
pronounced in the dry season. However, the greatest change occurs in the concentration distribution
of the freshwater lens. The fres hwater int erface (300 mgCl /L) in the centre of the sand bar is found at
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–1.5 m.b.s.l in the wet season and during the dry season this interface dis appears, with lowest values
of 440 mgCl /L in the top of the lens, which is roughly 3 m shallower than in the reference case. This
result indicates the vulnerability of the freshwater lens to changing rain and evapotranspiration
regimes. The flow velocity field shows a difference between the reference case and this scenario
particularly in the boundary between the freshwater lens and the lagoon (Figure 20 a), with larger
vectors entering the system in this area.
C) Combined sea level rise and drought
For this scenario, the combined effect of the preceding two scenarios was modelled. The hydraulic
head results (Table 4) show a similar situation to scenario A), with higher seasonal freshwater heads
compared to the reference case. This indicates that the effect of higher freshwater heads from sea
level rise has a great er influence on the freshwater lens than the decreas e in precipitation and
increase in evapotranspiration. Nevertheless, the thickness of the freshwater lens is lower than in
scenario A) and the reference case. In this case, the freshwater interface (300 mgCl /L) in the centre
of the sand bar extends to –3.5 m.b.s.l in the wet season and to –2.5 m.b.s.l in the dry season, which
is 1.5 m thinner than t he reference c ase in the wet season and 1 m thinner in the dry season. The
resulting configurations are shown in Figure 21.
Dry season

Wet season

a

c

b

d

Figure 21. a and b. Resulting concentration distribution with 0.80 m of sea level rise by 2081-2100 and a 15%
decrease in precipitation and 15% increase in evapotranspiration at the end of the model simulation (t=500 yr). c
and d are the dry and wet seasons of the reference case for comparison. The units of the horizontal and vertical
axes are metres and concentration units are mgCl /L.

The concentration configurations do show (Figure 21 a and b) that the brine is pushed downwards as
in scenario A), which is again evidence that the higher freshwater heads induced by sea level rise
have an effect in the density distribution below the sea and freshwater lens boundaries.
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Table 4. Modelled freshwater heads in different zones in the top of the freshwater lens for changing climatic
conditions.

Reference case
Sea coast
Centre
Lagoon
Sea level rise
Sea coast
Centre
Lagoon
Drought
Sea coast
Centre
Lagoon
Sea level rise & drought
Sea coast
Centre
Lagoon

Wet season
(m.a.s.l)

Dry season
(m.a.s.l)

Variation between
seasons
(m)

0.54
1.41
1.04

0
–0.18
0.04

0.54
1.23
1.00

1.23
1.85
1.16

0.72
0.26
0.15

0.51
1.59
1.01

0.46
1.24
0.95

–0.08
–0.37
–0.11

0.38
0.87
0.84

1.16
1.69
1.07

0.64
0.10
0.06

0.52
1.59
1.01

VI. Conclusions and recommendations
The main scope of this study was to better understand the hydrogeological system via the creation of
a numerical model that would reproduce the hydrogeological behaviour of the coastal aquifer and
surrounding saline water bodies. The modelling outcome in this work was useful to determine the
main parameters that drive head and concent ration changes in the coastal aquifer. The res ults of this
work resemble the modelling outcomes of Kafri et al. (2013), who modelled two case studies where
brine interacts with saline and freshwat er. Their studies comprise regional systems of base levels that
capture water, which is subject to high evaporation rates and where the density driven brine underli es
lower salinity water and displaces saline water flowing tens of kilomet res from the source. A nd
although the geologic setting is different, the resulting concentration configurations show a similar
pattern.
The results show that the climatic parameters are very important in controlling the hydrogeological
configuration. This points to the fact that the system of the freshwater lens is dominated by rainfall
and evapot ranspiration events and is therefore sensitive to changes in either of thes e parameters. It is
therefore also very sensitive to increased extraction rates.
The future scenarios of climate change indicate t hat hydraulic heads will increase due to sea level
rise and dec reas e due to longer periods of drought. The t hickness (in concentration) of the freshwat er
lens is highly responsive to both events, generating a deeper lens (+2 m) with sea l evel rise and a
thinner lens (–3 m) due to lower precipitation and higher evapotranspiration rates.
The horizontal extent of the model was perhaps too ambit ious considering that extensive field data
is only available for the sand bar section where the freshwat er lens develops, but it is necessary and
essential to have proper boundary conditions in the area of interest e.g. the freshwater lens.
Therefore the reliability of this model is questionable due to several assumptions that were considered.
Nevertheless, in reality it is difficult to account for such spatially extensive field data and in this light,
such a model can be useful to better comprehend the processes that occur in coastal aquifers.
However, as a predictive tool, more extensive regional data is needed to calibrate the model in areas
where there is little or no knowledge of hydrogeological processes. For predictive purposes, a smaller
scale model including only the freshwater lens and immediate boundaries would perhaps have been
more suitable. However, this only works when proper boundary conditions are implemented; if there is
uncertainty as to these boundaries, then a larger model is conceptually better.
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During the model runs, the freshwater lens grew and cont racted slightly. However, in the field the
freshwater lens varies abruptly between seasons. This is difficult to model with seas onal stress
periods of several months and realistic values of recharge and evapotranspiration. In order to develop
a precise model of the area of the sand bar, a smaller scale model, encompassing only the sand bar
and immediate boundaries would better suit this purpose.
The dilution of salinity observed in the s alinity profiles in this work is not implemented in the model
scenarios. In the model, the brine concent ration displaces the initial salt domain and remains brine for
the duration of the simulation. This, however, is not what appears to happen in the field. In t he field
there is some seasonal dilution of salinity, which could be caused by several factors including:
freshwater pockets between loam and clay intervals and regional groundwater flow from the
mountains. In either case, it remains an uncertainty in the model that can only be answered with more
detailed research of the area.
The 2D approach of this study has limitations on the top boundaries of the model, particularly in
the lagoon boundary, since here it is assumed that the lagoon and wetland system is one single
continuous strip in the top layer, which leads to likely overestimations in brine inflow. A 3D case could
have perhaps simulated this more realistically, by including patches of land where precipitation and
evapotranspiration can take place, thus reducing the volume of brine that flows into the system.
The resulting concent ration c onfigurations in scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are a result of water that is
directly added and removed from the wat er table and although this may not be an unrealistic
assumption considering that the aquifer is phreatic with shallow wat er levels, in reality there will be
infiltration and percolation and evapotranspiration through plant roots, yielding a more dynamic
freshwater lens which varies in concentration and head at every moment in time. Additionally, in the
field data, the fresh-saline-brine interface is very thin, in particular closer to the lagoon boundary.
Another effect that is difficult to simulate is the highly dynamic mixing zone that underlies the
freshwater lens, where brine concentrations seasonally underlie less salty water in a varying int erval
of 2-20 meters.
In this work, the size and shape of the freshwater lens is mainly dependent on recharge and
evapotranspiration volumes. Nevertheless, other factors may also play a significant role, such as the
presence of low permeability layers and higher sea levels (Pos t & Simmons, 2010; Oude Essink et al,
2010 in Mollema & Antonellini, 2013). Additionally, Post & Simmons (2010) indicate that saliniz ation
can also occur due to convective bottom-up processes in low permeability strata. These convective
upward flows can be observed during the dry season in all modelled scenarios of this study.
In groundwater modelling, when two adjacent zones with relatively large differences in
concentration are modelled, e.g. contact bet ween fres hwater and seawater or bet ween freshwat er
and brine, instabilities in the numerical simulation will occur. This is due to the solution of the flow and
transport equations at the end of every time step, where new concentrations and densities are
determined. Consequently, abrupt changes in density between adjacent cells will lead to
unrealistically large velocity vectors at the boundaries. This is a common issue in many density
dependent groundwater models.
All these observations point to the complexity of simulating natural processes via numerical
computer models. An import ant observation is that a highly complex model, with many parameters
and fluxes does not necessarily represent the real transient dynamic nature of physical processes. It
is therefore more important to make a numerical model as simple as possible, taking into account only
the most important processes and factors. A complicated model can lead to more confusion and less
understanding. However, numerical models can be useful in the sense that they challenge the
knowledge of hydrogeologists in understanding the natural system and in the discrimination bet ween
the most important parameters that occur within the system.
To resolve the assumptions and uncertainties of t his model and t o verify some of the field data,
further research, including: long duration pumping tests (2 to 4 days) located in the marine, lagoon
and central portions of the aquifer to obtain hydraulic paramet ers for the entire area, piezometric
seasonal studies in the lagoon, deeper observation wells in the freshwater lens with continual head
and concentration measurements and more accurate local rainfall and evapotranspiration data in the
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study area is needed to provide a more accurate water system analysis and stronger data extensive
foundation for numerical modelling requirements.
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Annexes
Annex 1. Different model parameters and values and resulting scenarios.
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Annex 2. EC values in salinity profiles in wells B1, B2 and B3 during different measurement periods.
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